
Learning for the week (week beg 03/02/20)

This week in nursery, the children will learn to the song ‘Humpty Dumpty’. The children shall also be 
learning how to; 
1) Hold pencils, felt tip pens and crayons correctly to write letters and numbers
2) Use their fingers to write letters with paint
3) Use different materials to create my own Humpty 
4) Learn how to make walls using large wooden blocks, Duplo and small Lego blocks
5) Explore objects around the classroom and see which ones are small and big
6) Make long and short walls using lots of construction materials
7) Recognise my name and stick it on the board to register myself (self-registration)
8) Recognise the letters and sounds of the following;

S       A       T       P      I     N      G    O    C    K



Homework

Reading:
Have a look through your reading

books and talk about the pictures.

Can you tell a grown up where the

front and back cover is? Where is

the spine?

Writing:
Have a go at practicing the letters we

have been learning this week. Can you

write them by yourself? Can you think

of something that begins with each

letter?

Maths:
Have a go ordering some of your

toys by size. Which one is the

biggest? Which object is the

smallest?

Reading:
Look through the book with your child

asking them about the pictures that

they see. Can your child point to things

in the picture?

Writing:

Encourage your child to hold a pencil

using the correct tripod pencil grip. Let

them explore with different types of

lines.

Reading:
Have a look through your reading books

and talk about the pictures. Can you tell

a grown up where the front and back

cover is? Where is the spine?

Maths:
Have a go ordering some of your toys 

by size. Which one is  bigger?  Which 

one is smaller?

Writing:
Have a go at practicing the letters we

have been busy learning this week.

Can you write them by yourself? Can

you draw something that begins with

each letter?

Maths:
Have a go sorting out some of your 

toys by size and make two groups: 
small ones and big ones.


